Specializing in Prefabricated Timber Components
WE FABRICATE YOUR DESIGN

We bring your drawing to life. Whether 2D or 3D, send us your file and receive a detailed quote. In order to save you time and money, each project is specifically designed to be exported to our Hundegger Robot Drive CNC machine for an efficient workflow.

SOURCING YOUR TIMBER

We can find the perfect material for your job from a large number of certified timber suppliers. We have established strong relationships with various timber suppliers to ensure you receive the perfect material for your project. Let your imagination run wild, we can source and use any wood species to fabricate your design.

Let Sauter Timber be your source for

- CLT Commercial Structures
- CLT Residential Homes
- Glulam Frames
- Timber Frame Homes
- Timber Frame Accents
- Heavy Timber Trusses
A PERFECT FIT EVERY TIME

Each package comes with a 3D project layout with every part numbered at its exact location in order to save you time and money during assembly. Your complete package will come supplied with all the necessary hardware needed for an effortless assembly. Our team is always available in case technical assistance is needed.

PRECISION CNC FABRICATION

Every component of your design is CNC fabricated to ensure precision and accuracy. After fabrication each part receives a unique identification number to ensure that assembly is a breeze. The quality of all finished components is carefully inspected to provide complete customer satisfaction upon delivery.

Sauter Timber LLC
W: www.sautertimber.com
E: info@sautertimber.com
P: 865-354-6363
Timber Frame

- Outsourcing your joinery to Sauter Timber guarantees a seamless flow from CAD drawings to precision prefabrication with our Hundegger Robot Drive CNC Machine.
- A prefabricated timber frame package includes labeled components with a matching 3D plan to assist with assembly.
- For every project, an accurate estimate is provided with detailed pricing.
- You can supply your own timber for your project, or we can source them through our reliable suppliers.
- Sauter Timber can not only save you money, but also time by relieving you of tasks such as drafting, compiling material lists, ordering materials, staining, and shipping.
- Through our advanced fabrication procedure, we can schedule your prefabricated timber frame package to arrive just in time at your job site.

Let Sauter Timber be your source for
- CLT Commercial Structures
- CLT Residential Homes
- Glulam Frames
- Timber Frame Homes
- Timber Frame Accents
- Heavy Timber Trusses
Cross Laminated Timber

- Sauter Timber can source and prefabricate Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) to customized dimensions and panel sizes to fit your projects needs.
- CLT is a lighter and more cost-effective alternative to typical concrete and steel construction.
- Having CLT panels prefabricated with Sauter Timber’s advanced details and methods will drastically decrease your construction time.
- CLT can not only be used for roofs and ceilings, but also for the construction of entire structures.
- Since your time is valuable, we can save you even more by designing the panels to be installed with an easy to use CLT lifting attachment called Pitzel.
- We carry CLT in 4ft (1.25m) and 8ft (2.5m) widths.
OUR DESIGN | WE FABRICATE

Our state-of-the-art Hundegger Robot Drive uses six axes of movement to fabricate anything your design requires. This enables endless possibilities for the prefabrication of heavy timbers and CLT. No matter how intricate your project may be, we can guarantee your package will fit perfect every time.

Let Sauter Timber be your source for
- CLT Commercial Structures
- CLT Residential Homes
- Glulam Frames
- Timber Frame Homes
- Timber Frame Accents
- Heavy Timber Trusses
OUR FACILITY IN TENNESSEE

Our 17,000 square foot fabrication facility is comprised of a glulam frame and cross laminated timber. The building was designed to be fitted with an overhead crane to assist with material handling during production. Our facility utilizes all of the natural sunlight East Tennessee has to offer in order to provide an enjoyable work environment.
EIGHT THINGS SAUTER TIMBER CAN DO FOR YOU

- SAVE MONEY
- JUST IN TIME
- SAVE TIME
- ACCURATE RESULTS
- MAXIMIZE CASH FLOW
- SUPERIOR SERVICE
- OPTIMIZE WORKSPACE
- ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

ARE YOU READY TO GET TO WORK?

Sauter Timber is your total solution for all of your prefabricated timber component needs. Please contact us through the contacts below to request an estimate or consultation.

www.sautertimber.com
info@sautertimber.com
865-354-6363

Locations:
505 Cardiff Valley Road, Rockwood TN, 37854
3050 NW Campus Drive, Estacada OR, 97023